Determination of a thiol-based ionic liquid using ultrathin graphitic carbon nitride nanosheets as a nanofluoroprobe.
Herein, a simple and green "ON-OFF-ON" sensing system was developed using ultrasonic-exfoliated g-C3N4 nanosheets (CNNS) for the determination of a thiol-based ionic liquid (THIL), which was prominently different from common organic or biothiol molecules in terms of physico-chemical properties. After addition of THIL ([HSBMIM]Br used as an example), the Ag+-quenched CNNS fluorescence ("OFF" state) was recovered to the "ON" state due to reaction between THIL and Ag+ that led to functional group activation on CNNS surfaces. This phenomenon can be explained by competition of THIL with Ag+ because of the strong and specific affinity of -SH groups in THIL for Ag+ and by the reversibility of the Ag+-CNNS coordination reaction. Relevant factors influencing fluorescent recovery were rigorously optimized, including solution pH, incubation time as well as CNNS and THIL concentrations. THIL-recovered fluorescence intensities increased with increasing THIL concentrations providing a linear range of 15-360 nM and limit of detection (LOD) of 4.28 nM (1.07 μg L-1). Testing a series of conventional imidazole-based ionic liquids indicated high specificity for the target analyte and negligible interference effects for the determination of nM-level THIL. The proposed fluorescent sensing method demonstrated excellent feasibility for trace THIL determination in real-world fresh and marine water matrices with high extraction recovery (90.3-107.9%) and high inter- and intra-day precisions (2.3-5.6% relative standard deviations). As far as our information goes, it is the first report on the development of g-C3N4-based "ON-OFF-ON" sensing platform for fast, sensitive and cost-effective determination of nM-level ionic liquids in natural waters.